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Summary

Verification of the compliance with a Comprehensive Test Ban

on nuclear explosions is expected to be carried out by a

seismological verification system of some fifty globally

distributed teleseismic stations designed to monitor under-

ground explosions at large distances (beyond 2000 km). The

possibility to use what is known as internal stations, which

are intended to operate at much shorter distances, have how-

ever also been discussed e.g. in the context of the tri-

lateral test ban talks started in 1977. It is then presumed

that such internal stations would be set up in the USSR and

in the US and possibly also in the UK. This report attempts

to assess various technical purposes that such internal sta-

tions might serve in relation to a global network of seismo-

logical stations.

The assessment is based on estimates of the detection

capabilities of hypothetical networks of internal stations.

Estimates partaining to currently used detection techniques

(P waves) Indicate that a limited number (less than 30) of

such stations would not improve significantly upon the

detection capability that a global network of stations would

have throughout the territories of the US and the USSR.

Recently available and not yet fully analysed data indicate

hovever that very high detection capabilities might be ob-

tained in certain regions.



Estimates are also given for detection techniques based on a

recently suggested method using Lg-waves. Observations in

certain areas in eastern North America indicate that Lg-

waves would be more suitable for detection purposes than

would P-waves. If the conditions in these areas should hold

for the entire US and USSR as well, which is quite uncertain

today, internal stations would provide a substantial lowering

of the detection threshold. Firm conclusions on this point

have however to await further studies on Lg-waves.

The greatest technical advantage to be derived from internal

stations would probably be for the monitoring of earthquakes

by providing supplementary identification data obtained at

short distances. Such data could contribute to more confident

identification of seismic events detected by a global net-

work and thereby reduce the risk for misinterpreting earth-

quakes as clandestine nuclear explosions.

Internal stations could also serve to counteract evasion by

being operated in the regions considered to have the highest

potential for conducting clandestine tests. These regions

include areas with thick deposits of lowcoupling media or

other geological structures that might be considered suit-

able.

This report also discusses briefly some political purposes

that internal stations could serve. Here it is noted that

such stations could be used to establish the principle of

internal control stations to monitor arms control agreements

between the US and the USSR.

Finally it can be noted that in the context of the tri-

lateral talks figures have appeared in the newspapers in-

dicating that 10 internal stations would be installed in

each of the negotiating countries, i.e. the UK, the US and

the USSR. According to the estimated detection capabilities

in this paper this number of stations would not improve

significantly upon the detection capability that a global

network would have in the US and the USSR. Ten internal

stations might however serve an essential political purpose.



Sammanfattning

Ett eventuellt fullständigt provstoppsavtal som förbjuder

även underjordiska kärnladdningsexplosioner avses att kont-

rolleras i första hand av ett seismologiskt övervaknings-

system med ett femtiotal globalt fördelade s k teleseismiska

stationer, vilka är utrustade att upptäcka underjordiska

kärnladdningsexplosioner på stora avstånd (större än 2000

km). Möjligheterna att också använda s k lokala stationer,

vilka är avsedda att upptäcka explosioner på betydligt kor-

tare avstånd har också diskuterats bl a i samband med de s k

trilaterala provstoppsförhandlingarna som påbörjades 1977.

Man tänker sig då att ett antal sådana lokala stationer

ibland kallade "svarta lådor" sätts upp på såväl amerikanskt

som sovjetiskt territorium.

I föreliggande rapport diskuteras vilka tekniska syften lo-

kala seismiska stationer skulle kunna tjäna i förhållande

till ett globalt nätverk av teleseismiska stationer för

provstoppsovervakning. Dessa diskussioner baserar sig bl a

på beräkningar av känsligheten hos olika hypotetiska nätverk

av lokala stationer. Beräkningar visar att nätverk med ett

begränsat antal (mindre än 30) lokala stationer som utnytt-

jar standardmetoder för detektion (s k P-vågor) inte skulle

ha väsentligt större känslighet vare sig i USA eller Sovjet

än ett globalt nätverk av teleseismiska stationer. Nyligen

tillgängliga och ännu ej färdiganalyserade data indikerar

dock att mycket god detektionsförmåga sannolikt kan erhållas

i vissa områden.

På senare tid har en alternativ seismologisk detektionsme-

tod, som baserar sig på s k Lg-vågor föreslagits. Observa-

tioner i vissa delar av östra USA tyder på att denna typ av

vågor åtminstone där ger en större förmåga att upptäcka

svaga jordskalv än vanliga P-vågor. Om erfarenheterna från

dessa områden skulle gälla hela USA och även Sovjet, vilket

Jer närvarande är oklart, så skulle lokala stationer som ut-

nyttjar Lg-vågor för detektering ge en klart högre känslig-

•̂-•t än ett nätverk av teleseismiska stationer. Slutsatser på

denrva punkt kan emellertid inte dras förrän Lg-vågor ytter-

] i gare st ud< -at:>.
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Den ur teknisk synpunkt största fördelen med lokala statio-

ner skulle sannolikt bestå i en förbättrad identifiering av

svaga jordskalv. Mätningar vid lokala stationer skulle näm-

ligen bidra till säkrare identifiering av seismiska händelser,

som upptäckts och lokaliserats av ett nätverk av teleseis-

miska stationer. På så sätt skulle lokala stationer minska

riskerna för att svaga jordskalv misstolkas som explosioner.

Lokala stationer placerade i eller nära områden med tjocka

lager med lösa bergarter eller andra geologiska formationer

som reducerar de seismiska signalernas styrka, skulle minska

de farhågor som ibland uttalas för att sådana formationer

skulle kunna användas för att dölja även ganska kraftiga

explosioner.

Förutom de ovan nämnda tekniska aspekterna berörs i korthet

också att lokala stationer skulle kunna tjäna politiska syf-

ten. Detta skulle främst bestå i att man etablerar principen

om kontrollstationer på varandras territorier för övervak-

ning också av andra rustningsbegränsningsavtal mellan USA

och Sovjet.

Avslutningsvis kan nämnas att i samband med de trilaterala

provstoppsförhandlingarna har det rapporterats att tio

lokala stationer vardera skulle installeras på de båda

supermakternas territorier och i England. Beräkningarna i

rapporten visar att ett sådant litet antal stationer inte

skulle medföra några väsentliga förbättringar ur övervak-

ningssynpunkt jämfört med ett globalt nätverk. Däremot kan

sådana stationer sannolikt tjäna väsentliga syften ur poli-

tisk synpunkt.
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1. Introduction

Verification of the compliance with a Comprehensive Test Ban

(CTB) on nuclear explosions has to rely largely on seismolo-

gical means. To this end a network of some fifty globally

distributed seismological stations has been envisaged

(CCD/558, 1978). These stations are designed to monitor

underground explosions primarily at large distances, i.e.

beyond about 2000 km. It has been estimated that such a

network of stations would be capable of detecting and loca-

ting seismic events with magnitudes of about and even below

4 in the US as well as in the USSR (Cf. fig. 1). The capa-

bility to obtain data for identifying explosions and earth-

quakes would be somewhat less. Magnitude 4 corresponds to a

fully contained nuclear explosion in hard rock with a yield

equivalent to about 1 kiloton TNT (Dahlman and Israelson,

1977).

4JO

4.4

• = seismoLogical station

Figure I.Short period deteation capability of a global network of sta-

tions studied in CCD/5b8 (1978)(Network III (SRC)). The estimate? are in

terms of m^ baaed on 0.9 probability of deteation at four or more sta-

tions with a signal to noise ratio of at least 1.5. Calculations of m-,

values are based on the Veith and Clawson (1972) amplitude distance

correction.
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Prom time to time it has been claimed by US CTB-negotiators

that locally distributed seismological stations operating at

short distances from the events they are supposed to monitor

would make an important contribution to seismic verifi-

cation. It is then presumed that seismological stations

would be set up both on Soviet and American soil. These

stations could be sealed in tamper-proof boxes, operate

automatically and transmit data outside the host countries.

Such a concept has been known in the past as a "black box"

or an Automatic Seismic Installation (ASI). Currently,

however, a less intrusive concept known as the National

Seismic Station (NSS) has been discussed. The NSS differs

from the ASI in that it is manned and contains provisions

for local control and display. The tamper-proof property of

the NSS is preserved by the use of a data authentication

device located in the bore hole. (See Appendix for a more

detailed description of the US NSS Prototype now under

testing).

2. What is an internal station

A central problem with internal stations is to assure on the

one hand that data are not manipulated by the host country

and on the other hand that the stations are not used to

collect unintended information.

As early as in the mid sixties "Unattended seismological

Observatories" were studied within a project at the Sandia

Laboratories in the US. This resulted in the construction

and testing out of three sets, which were installed in

Alaska and operated there for some years (Dumas, 1971).

These stations were rather specialized and designed for

automatic operation and equipped with intrusive detection

systems.
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The seismological components of an internal station would be

identical to those of a modern seisnological station for

detecting seismic events at distances between 100-200 km.

It could consist of one or more seismometers preferably

emplaced in shallow boreholes in the bedrock at quiet sites.

If several seismometers are used they could be separated by

up to some 10 km. This would enable each station to make rough

location estimates of the seismic events being detected. Auto-

matic devices could be used for detection of events signals

in the ever present background noise. Either analog or digi-

tal recording (or both) of the data could be made. In addi-

tion recorded data could also be transmitted directly by a

satellite communication system to facilities outside the host

country.

Internal stations and the stations of the global network shown

in figure 1 would thus have virtually identical seismological

equipment. The only minor difference is that the two kinds of

station require different filtering as they are designed to

detect events in different distance ranges.

The equipment of most seismological stations at present in

operation is looked after each day by technical personnel.

In some cases, however, automatic operation is indeed uti-

lized. The most spectacular examples of automatic seismo-

meters are those on the Moon and Mars. It is thus quite

possible to establish and operate an automatic and unattended

seismological station also in a hostile environment if need be.

The most significant difference between an internal station

for test ban monitoring and an ordinary seismological station

is related to the requirement that an internal station should

ensure the monitoring party that recorded data is not tampered

with and the other party that unauthorized data is not collected.
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Tampering of data could in principle be Bade even before

recording by introduction of artificial ground notion near

the station. It is however doubtful whether this would work

in practice as the signal produced would probably be quite

different from ordinary earth noise. The earth itself would

also provide numerous checks on the data validity by means

of earthquake signals which could be compared from one sta-

tion to another.

Another theoretical possibility of tampering would be to

modify the recording equipment by intrusion. The early un-

attended stations developed by the US and mentioned above

(Dumas, 1971) were equipped with intrusion detection systems.

Tampering of data being transmitted from an internal station .

has recently also been discussed (Kolata, 1978). To prevent I

falsification of data at this stage, it has been suggested •

that the data should be encoded prior to transmission. Spe- I

cial new coding schemes have been proposed for this purpose.

They are supposed to have the property that knowledge of how

to decode does not reveal the procedure for encoding. The

data could thus be encoded prior to transmission and the

host country could then decode the data and ensure itself

that only seismic data are being sent.

The scheme developed by the US involves the use of a crypto-

secure authentication device located in the bore hole. This \

device contains a large store of digital words called "Keys"

which are not known by the hostcountry. The digital seismic

data, which has been formatted into blocks of about 2400

bits, is then presented to the authentication device along

v/ith certain "house keeping" data such as station identifier

and time. The authentication device then combines this data

in a complicated way with the secret key to produce a 10 bit

authentication word which is added to the data block.



After traversing the coaasunication link, the process is

repeated generating a second authentication work. If the two

authentication vcru > c=atch, then the receiving party has

high confidence that the data have not oeea altered. Kcte

that this schesae requires a highly reliable ^oaawnicati^ns

link since there is no way tc distinguish between intentional

data alteration and unintentional bit drop-outs. The syster,

also requires high confidence in the security of the data

prior to its reaching the authenticates.

3. Conceivable purposes of internal stations

Any seisaological verification syste» with or without inter-

nal stations would serve several political as well as tech-

nical functions. One sain purpose is to deter a potential

violator froc earring out clandestine actions. Another pur-

pose is to enhance confidence in treaty compliance by pro-

viding evidence of adherence to the treaty by i ts various

parties.

As already mentioned in the introduction, the purposes of

internal stations in the trilateral talks have not been

discussed publicly to any great extent. It is not even clear

whether such stations should be regarded as complementary to

or independent of an international global netwo'k.

Some conceivable technical purposes of internal stations

would be:

to improve systematically the detection capability through-

out the territories of the IS and the USSR. This is achieved

by distributing the stations uniformly over the two coun

tries.

to act as a deterrent in the areas which are considered

to have the highest potential for carrying out clandes-

tine tests. Such areas might include regions with sub-

stantial layers of soft unconsolida»»d rock. In this

case the intc nal stations should be set up in or near

these regio.s.
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- to reduce the risk of false alarm from earthquakes mis-

classified as explosions. The stations should then be

installed in or near the seismic regions.

Internal seismological stations might also serve more basic

political purposes by establishing a precedent for internal

monitoring stations within the territories of the two super-

powers .

4. Detection at short distances

The estimates of the detection capabilities of the hypothe-

tical networks of internal stations are largely based on

the computational model used for global networks studied

in CCD/558 (1978). The assumtions about the parameters of

this model, which are presented below, have been kept as i

close as possible to those in CCD/558, paying attention to

the special conditions for detection at short distances.

4.1. £> tat ions

It is assumed that each station is equipped with a single

vertical component short period seismometer and has the same

seismic noise properties specified by a mean value (2nm zero

to peak) and a standard deviation (0.3 magnitude units).

Furthermore, each station is assumed to be able to detect

a seismic signal as soon as the signal-to-noise ratio exceeds

1.5. Finally, the stations are presumed to operate 100% of \]

the time. It can be noted that for networks studied by Elvers ,

(1978) a reduction from 100 to 90% in operation time had in

a statistical sense only a marginal effect on the results.

All these assumptions conform to the characteristics of the

SRO:s studied in CCD/558.
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4.2. Seismic waves

An important element in the estimation of detection capabili-

ties is the modelling of the amplitude decline of the seismic

waves as they propagate away from the source. In the teleseis-

mic distance range this is done in a simple way involving

only P waves which are supposed to be subject to an almost

constant attenuation.

At short distances, however, this becomes more difficult. First

of all, attention has to be paid to different wavts and second-

ly there can be strong regional effects. This is illustrated

by figure 2, giving expected amplitudes of P and Lg waves from

a magnitude 4 event as obtained from some empirical relation-

ships.
Amplitude
(run, zero to peak)

1000 r

25 Distance (degrees)

Figure 2. Computed amplitudes from a magnitude 4 event as a function of

distance for P waves according to relations by Evernden (1967)(Eastern

and Western US), Veich and Clawson (1972)(Western UO) and Slunga (1970)

(Western USSR) and for Lg waves according to Nuttli (197'6).
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It can be seen that the amplitude decay of P waves has been

represented by curves which change smoothly as well as of

those consisting of discontinous segments. The latter,

corresponding to phases with different velocities, also

overlap at some distance intervals.

The regional dependence is demonstrated by the curves for

the US by Evernden (1967) and Veith and Clawson (1972). The

latter is supposed to be applicable to the Western US and to

other regions for which no refined relations are available.

This curve was also used in CCD/558. The curve by Slunga

(1979) which was derived from data relating to the Western

USSR, has been normalized to be equal to the curve of Veith

and Clawson (1972) at 30°.

Figure 2 indicates that Lg waves, at least in some cases,

could generate strikingly larger amplitudes than P waves.

The Lg curve is based on data for the Eastern US (Nuttli,

1973) with concordant observations in Eastern Canada (Horner

et al, 1978). There is indication, however, that amplitudes

in the Western US would be an order of magnitude smaller

than the values in Figure 2 (Nuttli, 1973). The large ampli-

tudes suggested in Figure 2 have been observed only in a

limited number of cases. Lg waves, which are higher mode

surface waves with a period of approximately 1 s, have so

far not been considered seriously for explosion monitoring.

Recent interest in monitoring at short distances have however

initiated intensive research on Lg waves (Line. Lab., 1978).

In the calculations below the signal amplitudes are assumed

to scatter around the curves with a standard deviation of

0.2 magnitude units.
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In Figure 3 the amplitude decay curves have been transformed

into detection capabilities for a single station under the

assumption on noise and detection requirements given above.

These detection capabilities are expressed in terms of the

0.9 probability detection threshold (m,) as a function of

distance. The threshold for the curve by Slunga (1979) drops

gently about one magnitude unit as the distance is decreased

from about 25 to 5° and more rapidly between 5 to 1°.

Although the threshold for Lg is about one magnitude lower

throughout the interval 1 to 25°, it decreases in a similar

way. For the curve of Veith and Clawson (1972) a consistent

lowering of the threshold does not occur until distances

less than about 5°.

Detection threshold

K)

4

3

2

1

f

Ii
/

v/

/

r
y

WUS(Evtrnden, 1967 )

• ^ wus (Vtith on

. • •

J Clowson

- ^ - ^ ^

1972)

10 15 20 25 Distance (degrees)

Figure 3. The amplitude aurves in Fig, 2 transformed to detection thres-

holds at a single station as functions of distance to the source. The

threshold corresponds to detection with a 0.9 probability.
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4.3. CriLteria_for_event_detection

In accordance with the assumptions in CCD/558 a seismic

event is considered to be satisfactorily detected by a

network of local stations if seismic signals are detected

by at least four stations with a probability of at least

0.9. The detection capability is expressed in terms of the

minimum m, for which this occurs.

It could be argued whether detections at only three sta-

tions would be sufficient for waves propagating over short

distance, since both P, S and Lg waves could be utilized

for estimating location and depth of an event, especially

if these stations are small arrays.

The minimum number of detecting stations, be it 4 or 3, is

a constraint imposed by geophysical realities, whereas the

probability of 0.9 mentioned above relates to the confi-

dence that would be acceptable to CTB parties. Monitoring

requirements have sofar not publicly been stated in expli-

cit probability numbers and it is not likely that such re-

quirements can be reduced to and expressed in one single

figure. Requirements can also be looked upon quite different-

ly depending on whether you are monitoring a treacy or con-

sidering carrying out a clandestine test. Fifty percent

might not be considered to be very high detection capability

from a monitoring perspective but might on the other hand

be a far too high risk to run for a clandestine test attempt,

In such a case even a 10% risk might be considered too high.

It can be noted that Elvers (1978) obtained a difference of

0.3-0.5 magnitude units between thresholds at 0.9 and 0.1

probability levels.
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4.4. Detection ca£abi3:ity_and_station_sp_acing

Having specified the parameters above, the detection capa-

bility of a local station network would be a function of

the number of elements and their geometry. Figure 4 out-

lines the dependence of the detection threshold on station

spacing as obtained from a simple computational experiment.

This involves 16 stations symmetrically spaced in a square

pattern as shown in Figure 4. The 0.9 probability rtv thres-

holds represent mean values within the aperture of the net-

work. The results in Figure 4 for P waves, based on the

Veith and Clawson (1972) curve, suggest that the threshold

is not lowered very much by reducing the spacing from 10

to 5°. A significant change occurs at 2° where the thres-

hold value is about m,= 3.0. For Lg waves lowering of the

threshold occurs more uniformly with decreased spacing ana

at 2 the threshold is about m, = 1.5. The results in Figure

4 compare well with the detection capabilities of a single

station as shown in Figure 3.

STATION SPACING AND DETACTION CAPABILITY

Stction geometry

• • • o

D e t t c 11 on

1 ' —

O

er, cr-.ci.-ility

o
"_} p v, cveS

['Jr ••> (,1-i Clav-C'.T..":-7?,

I N ^ t t l i . ' 9 7 3 )

10 i(deg:fes)

Figure 4. The figure ishows the T1* .Tiltx from a computational experiment to

outline detection capability ar, a function station ava<>,in(j. 'Ho the left

in shown the geometry of the network of ^tationa and the spacing parameter

.". Average threshold valuer, <Jibhi>, t''n<>- network at a 0.0 pro}>abilit>j are

shown to the right for P vi<! '.,g <>/.'<;,'; a":'nncd to r.ubje-'.'t to ^jrplituds: dca'i

according to Veith u~ d ClawroK (!..i?y) n,-A to ;;HUU (?.X>.-) -,,...:„,,,./.,;„,•,r,l/m
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5. Improvement throughout the US and the USSR

This section deals with the detection capability provided by

local stations uniformly distributed throughout the LS and

the USSR. To this end calculations have been made for networks

of 20 and 30 stations within the contiguous US and USSR. These

numbers were chosen as examples to be of the same order as the

number of stations (50) of the global networks studied in

CDD/558. The computations are carried out for a 90% probabi-

lity of detection at at least 4 stations.

O = seismologicol station

O = seismologicol station

Figure 5. Detection capability of local networks of 20 (top) and ?>0 (bottom)

stations in the US. Estimated values are given in terms of m^ based on

0.9 probability of deteation at four or more stations itith a signal-to-noice

ratio of at least 1.5. Calculations of m, are based on P waves with the

Veith and Clawson (1972} ajmAityd-:-d,ic,t,ance correction.
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O seismologicol station

seismological station

Figure 6. Detection capability •_' '..- ••-,.' ietwovks of 20 (top) and ;!0 Coottor)

stations in the U'J!. F.r.tirmted va'.A'a; avc given in terns of m, ba.ied on O.r.i

pvobability of deiti-1*-;'--'»! at, four or more t'taiioni' with a. c,i;fnal-to-noir,e

ratio of at least l.l. "^il-ruhrl••'•»ir, of w, are baaed n>i Lg rjavns urith the

'hittli (1973) amplit'.v.- I '~3lar.>--.. -nrreation.
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Figures 5-6 show the hypothetical networks in the US and their

estimated detection capabilities. Figure 5 gives the results

for P waves with amplitude decay with distance according to

Veith and Clawson (1972). The magnitude thresholds are bet-

ween about 3.6 and 3.5 for the 20 and 30 station networks

with no pronounced difference between the two. These values

should be compared with 3.9-4.0 for the global network in

Figure 1, which includes four stations in the US. Figure 6

relates to Lg waves and here the magnitude values are sub-

stantially lower chan for the P waves being about 2.3-2.2

for the 20 and 30 station networks, with again little

difference between the two. It must be stressed that the

Lg results in Figure 6 are based on the assumption that

the observations in certain parts of Eastern North America

apply to the entire US. Indication of far less efficient

Lg wave propagation in Western US suggests that the values

in Figure 6 could be too optimistic.
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Figures 7-9 show the hypothetical networks and their capa-

blities in a similar manner for the USSR. Figure 7 gives the

results for P waves with amplitude decay according to Veith

and Clawson (1972). The magnitude thresholds around 3.8 and

3.7 for the 20 and 30 station networks are only marginally

below the values 3.8-3.9 calculated for the global network

in figure 1, which includes five stations within the USSR

itself. Figure 8 gives the results for P waves assumed to

follow the amplitude decay by Slunga (1979) , which should be

more valid at least for the shield areas in the USSR. The

magnitude values in figure 8 are about 0.4 below those in

figure 7. The results in figure 8 are in reasonable agree-

ment with estimates by Evernden (1976b) who obtained values

between 3.2 and 3.7 for a network composed of 15 internal

and 15 external stations. Figure 9 gives the results for Lg-

waves having thresholds around 2.7 and 2.5 for the 20 and 30

station networks respectively. Again it must be pointed out

that the Lg results in figure 9 could well be too optimistic.

The validity of Lg-wave propagation in Western US has to be

substantiated by actual observations related to the USSR,

before firm conclusions can be made.

Taking into account the uncertainties inherent in estimating

detection capabilities, it appears that for P waves there is

no pronounced difference between the global network in

figure 1 and the networks of 20 and 30 local stations. The

considerable improvement for Lg-waves is based on limited

experimental data and the usefullness of Lg-waves for event

location and identification is still unknown.
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O = seismologicol station

t O = seismoLogicol station

Figure 7. detection capability of local networks of 20 (top) and 30 (bottom)

stations in the USSR. Estimated values are given in terms of m, based on

0.9 probability of detection at four or more stations with a signal-to-noise

ratio of at least 1.5. Calculations of m, are based on P waves with the

Veith and Clawson (1972) amplitude-distance correction.
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Figure 8. detection capability of local networks of 20 (top) and 30 (bottom)

stations in the USSR. Estimated values are given in terms of m, based on 0. 9

probability of detection at four or more stations with a signal-to-noise

ratio of at least I. 5. Calculations of m, are based on P waves with an

amplitude distance correction by Slunga (1979).
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Figure 9. Detection capability of local networks of 20 (top) and 30 (bottom)

stations in the USSR. Estimated values are given in terms of m^ based on

0.9 probability of detection at four or nore stations with a signal-to-noise

ratio of at least 1.5. Calculations of m, are based on l,g waves \ribk the

Nuttli (1973) amplitude-distance correction.
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Preliminary results fro* an international deep seismic

sounding project in northern Europa in August 1979, shows

however that in this particular area very high detection

capabilities can be achieved. This is illustrated in figure

10 which shows seismic signals recorded at Hagfors Observa-

tory in Sweden from chemical explosions of 2.5 tons fired as

distributed charges in 40-50 meters deep bore holes at

shotpoints close to the Poland-USSR border at distances

between 700 and 1100 km from Hagfors. These data, which will

be further studied, illustrates that very strong regional

variations in detection capabilities can be expected for

local stations and that a final assessment of the monitoring

capability in a region has to take such local conditions

into account.

Finally it can be noted that denser networks of internal

s* ations than the 20 and 30 stations studied above could of

course lower the threshold. Uniform distributions of 20 and

30 stations across areas equal to the US and the USSR corre-

spond to spacings of about 900 and 700 km for the US and

1400 and 1100 km for the USSR. Figure 4 indicates that a

network with a station spacing of about 200 km would be

capable to detect events at least in the range m. =2-3 on the

basis of P waves. This would be about 1-2 magnitudes below

the threshold of a global network. Such a high density would

however entail a dramatic increase of the total number of

stations; to cover the entire territories of the US and the

USSR with a uniform spacing would require of the order of

200 and 500 stations respectively.
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Figure 10. Seismic signals recorded at the three substations of the

Hag fors Observatory in Sweden from chemical explosions of 2.5 tone,

fired as distributed charges in 40-50 metern deep bore holes. The

shotpoint locations and corresponding distances to the recording sta-

tions are lat. 53 21'N long. 2S tX'E HFS 1058 km, APP 1086 km and
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6. Evasion deterrence

The most widely discussed scenarios circumventing a seismic

monitoring system are based on the concept of decoupling. A

potential evader is then supposed to set off the explosion

in a soft medium or a large cavity thereby decoupling the

shock wave from the surrounding rock and reduce the radiated

seismic waves. It has been demonstrated that the amplitudes

of the seismic signals from low yield explosions (a few kt

or less) could be reduced in this way by a factor of ten or

more. Decoupling in soft media requires, even for low yield

explosions, deposits of considerable thickness (several

hundreds of meters). Salt domes probably provide the simplest

means for cavity decoupling. Construction of cavities with

necessary dimensions in layered salt or hard rock are at

least from experience in the US, quite difficult (Evernden

1976a).

The most well known area in the US with substantial layers

of soft media, dry alluvium and low density tuff, is in fact

located within the Nevada Test Site (NTS), the total extent
2

of which is about 4000 km . Besides the high porosity of the

rocks, the watertable, another important factor for energy

coupling, is unusually deep (300-700 m) at NTS. Evernden

(1976a) has earlier pointed out the uniqueness of the geo-

logical features at the NTS.

Most of the salt domes in the US are distributed in the Gulf
2

Coast Basin within an area of about 500 000 km (Cf. Figure

11). Actual cavity decoupling experiments have been conducted

in this area.

In the USSR alluvial desposits are concentrated to a zone in

Central Asia between the Caspian Sea and Tibet, but virtually

all are estimated to be quite thin (less than 100 m)(Evernden,

1976a). The southern part of Central Asia is however considered

to contain a few sites with dry alluvium deposits between

100-300 m thick within an area with a total extent of no

more than 500 000 km2(Lukasik, 1971; Cf. also Figure 11).
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Figure II. Distribution of low coupling media and salt domes

in the USSR (after Lukasik, 1971) and in the US.
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The major salt domes of the USSR are reported to be located in

the Emba region to the north of the Caspian Sea in three other

minor regions as shown in Figure 11 (Lukasik, 1971). The to-

tal area of the salt domes in the USSR is estimated to be less

than 500 000 km2.

It can be concluded that the total potential decoupling areas

in both the US and the USSR are probably no larger than 1
2

million km . If about 30 stations were to cover such an area a

seismic event with magnitude 3 would be detected by at least

four stations with a probability of 0.9. This means that such

a network would make up for a decoupling effect of about one

magnitude unit, so that a homogenous detection capability

equivalent to about magnitude 4 in hard rock could be main-

tained. It can be noted that a decoupling effect on one magni-

tude unit can also be outweighed by less strict requirements

on detection probability. A 30-station network in the USSR

would for example detect events with a magnitude of about 3

with a probability of 10%.

7. Monitoring seismic regions

The most important technical task of a seismological monito-

ring system would be to counteract unfounded suspicion about

clandestine tests. False alarms could be caused by earthquakes

generating explosion like recordings at the seismological

stations. Moreover, weak signals detected at large distances

might have insufficient signal to noise ratios to allow a con-

fident identification. In such cases local stations in or

near seismic regions could provide additional identification

data. In particular this could improve estimation of focal

depth, which is an important parameter in any identification

procedure. Stations in seismic regions would also contribute

to deter against evasion related to hide-in earthquakes

(Jeppsson, 1975, Dahlman and Israelson, 1977).
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The highest seismic activities in the US and the USSR are found

in the Alutian-Alaska and Kuriles-Kamchatka regions, which both

are rather limited areas. Significant seismic activity also

occurs in the mainlands as outlined in Figure 12. In the US most

of the activity is in the western part of the country, whereas

in the USSR it is distributed in a few distinct zones close to

the southern border.

12. Major seismic regions in the USSR and the US. The circles

represent epicenters of earthquakes reported in 1972 (Dahlman

and Israelson, 1977).
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The total areas of the seismic zones in the US and the USSR
2

are about 1.5 and 4 million km respectively. To cover these

areas with networks having a station spacing of 2 would re-

quire roughly 50 and 100 stations respectively. This will

give an estimated detection capability of about magnitude 3

in these areas. National networks with a similar or even

higher station density are today operating in the two coun-

tries.

If internal stations are used for the identification of

those earthquakes which have been detected by a global

monitoring system, rather than detecting new events, a

smaller number of stations would be sufficient. Identifi-

cation can be carried out by estimating the depths of the

events, for which data from close-in stations are of great

importance. Internal stations might also provide waveform

data with high signal-to-noise ratio for identification also

of weak events.

8. Political roles

Monitoring with internal stations belongs to a category of

verification means, which provide some kind of physical

access to the territories of the parties being monitored and

which is sometimes called "negotiated inspection measures".

Establishment of internal monitoring stations would have a

significant political impact as it could serve to demonstrate

negotiating strength to enforce or political will to accept

onsite monitoring.

The principle of inspection has earlier been accepted by the

US and the USSR in multilateral treaties governing areas

with no national sovereignty like the Antarctica, the sea

bed and the outer space. The bilateral PNE-Treaty (not

ratified by the US) provides, under certain circumstances,

for physical access by equipment as well as observes. This

is however limited to certain types of explosion sites on an

Ad Hoc basis, whereas internal stations would operate on a

continuing basis. In this sense, provision for internal sta-

tions in a CTB would establish a precedent in the field of
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verification. The actual operating of such stations on each

other's territory and the experience gained from that could

have a significant political value. This could contribute to

the acceptance of more farreaching verification procedures

that could be desirable in more advanced arms control mea-

sures in the future.

It is clear that for internal stations serving essentially

political purposes, only a small number of stations would

suffice, considerably less than 20 to 30 used in the compu-

tational examples above. The technical benefits would then

be limited although data from these stations could be useful

for identifying some of the events detected by a global net-

work.

Finally, the US and the USSR might look upon the bilateral

exchange of data from internal stations combined with their

own national technical means as a verification system inde-

pendent of a global network of seismological stations.

Internal stations could then serve to motivate the super-

powers to downplay the significance of a truely interna-

tional verification system. As a CTBT should be an interna-

tional treaty with the widest possible adherence it is

however essential that a high quality international veri-

fication system is available to all parties to the treaty.
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9. Concluding remark

To significantly improve upon the detection capability that

a global network would have in the US and the USSR, local

stations have to be employed on a fairly substantial scale.

In the context of the bilateral talks figures have appeared

in newspapers indicating that 10 such stations should be in-

stalled in each country (IHT, 1978). In our opinion this

would not amount to such a substantial employment. Ten in-

ternal stations would, with presently used detection and

identification methods, not significantly improve the detec-

tion and identification capability that could be achieved

with a high quality global verification system. Ten internal

stations might however serve an essential political purpose.
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I. Introduction

A. Background

This paper provides a general description of the US-National

Seismic Station (NSS) prototype currently under development

by the Department of Energy. The NSS prototype (Model 1) was

field tested from October 1978 to May 1979. This effort has

demonstrated the feasibility of achieving the desired design

goals. The CTB negotiations have produced some changes to

the original technical requirements for an NSS. The concepts

described in this paper must therefore be considered, as

generally indicative of the final design desired by the US.

B. General description

The current design for the NSS prototype consists of an in-

strumentation package installed at the bottom of an 18 centi-

meter diameter, cased, borehole approximately 100 meters

deep, a surface installation, a satellite communications link

and a System Control and Receiving Station. The borehole in-

stallation includes a three-component primary seismometer, a

backup seismometer, and electronics to filter, amplify, digi-

tize, format, and authenticate the data. The data is trans-

mitted in real time via satellite to the System Control and

Receiving Station (SCARS). Commands may be transmitted from

SCARS to the NSS via satellite to initiate calibration, switch

to backup components, or perform other functions necessary

for operating of the NSS. The NSS is provided with electrical

prower from propane-fueled thermoelectric generators.
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II. Borehole Package

A. Seismometers

A three-axis, broadband, seismometer (Model KS 36000) provides

seismic signals in the frequency band from about 0.01 Hertz

to 10 Hertz, in three orthogonal axes. This seismometer is a

force-balanced instrument in which the internal noise is

substantially less than the background noise anticipated at

the quietest site. The dynamic range of the instrument is

greater than 120 decibels.

Modified S-500 seismometers (now designated S-700) are also

included to back up the KS-36000 seismometer in case of

failure. These instruments are compact and are relatively

simple and reliable; however, they cannot adequately cover

the frequency range from about 0.01 Hertz to 0.1 Hertz be-

cause of excessive noise in this band.

Calibration of the seismometers is performed by command from

SCARS. Calibration of a complete seismic channel is accomp-

lished by electromagnetically driving the seismometer mass

for the axis selected. Calibration of the signal processing

electronics, independent of the seismometers, can also be

selected. Calibration signals are either sinusoidal at various

frequencies and amplitudes, or a step signal.

B. Filters and Amplifiers

Spectral shaping of the seismometer output is provided by ana-

log filters to retain the maximum sensitivity possible during

all noise conditions. The band from 0.01 Hertz to 10 Hertz is

separated into three bands for each of three axes with the

following characteristics:
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1. A long period (LP) band from 0.01 Hertz to 0.1 Hertz,

2. A mid-period (MP) band from 0.07 Hertz to 2 Hertz,

3. A short-period (SP) band from 1.0 Hertz to 10 Hertz.

C. Analog-to-Digital Unit

The analog-to-digital unit accepts signals from the spec-

tral shaping filters, samples the signals at the appropriate

rates, converts the analog samples to 16 bit digital words,

and sequences the seismic data along with other necessary

information into a serial format for transmission to the

surface installation.

The analog-to-digital conversion of the long period and

mid-period data is shared by a single channel gain-ranging

amplifier and analog-to-digital converter for each axis.

Three additional channels are used for the three axes of

short period data. The long period signal is sampled at

one sample per second, the mid-period signal at four samples

per second, and the short period signal at 40 samples per

second. Each 16 bit digital word includes two bits to specify

the gain of a gain-ranging amplifier, and fourteen bits to

specify the value of the sample at the specified gain. The

gain-ranging amplifier operates in steps of 1, 4, 16 and 128

to provide a total dynamic range of about 120 decibels.

The data sequencer accepts data in the form of digital

words, arranges the data in a serial format, and transmits

the data by cable sequentially to the surface installation.
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In addition to the seismic data, the data sequence includes

time, the state of the command distribution system, state-of-

heath information (e.g., voltage levels, seismometer mass

positions), the status of system elements (e.g., which seis-

mometer is being used), the station identification number,

and the authentication words. The data frame contains a to-

tal of 2 400 bits and is transmitted during one second of

time for a data rate of 2400 bits per second.

D. State-of-health and Timing

Both analog and discrete state-of-health signals are acquired

from the borehole instrumentation to identify malfunctions

and degradation of the system and to enable the correction

of problems by switching to back-up seismometers. The state-

of-health modules are designed to be flexible so that changes

can be made to the number and type of junctions monitored.

Current state-of-health monitoring varies from borehole pack-

age temperature and pressure to power supply voltages.

Analog signals are sampled in sequence by a commutator and

converted to digital words. These digital words are inserted

into the data stream by the data sequencer. Discrete signals

are also commutated and inserted into the data stream.

Timing for the system is derived from a 3.072 MHz oscillator.

The oscillator signal is counted down and is used to control

all the electronics (including that in the surface installa-

tion) . A time code is inserted into the data frame to pro-

vide a time base for the seismic data.
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E. Authenticates

The authentication process uses digital key words in conjunc-

tion with the input data to generate a 10 bit authentica-

tion word.

Two independent sets of authenticator logic are used to gene-

rate two 10 bit authentication words, each of which is in-

serted into the data frame. This redundancy is included to

enhance the reliability of the authentication system.

The key words used in the authenticators are automatically

changed at twelve day intervals. A sufficient number of

these key words aro used, the authenticator module would be

replaced.

The key words are protected until they have been used and

the data for which they were used has been received.

Since the key words are essential to the security of the

data, unauthorized access to the borehole package will not

be permitted. The system is designed to destroy the key words

when access to the borehole package occurs.

F. Borehole System Control

Control of the borehole instrumentation is achieved by trans-

mitting commands from SCARS to the station through the satel-

lite communications link. These commands arc relayed to the

Command Decoder in the Borehole Package if the Surface In-

stallation determines that the command includes the station,

it is inserted into the data stream and returned to SCARS.

The sender checks to see that the intended command was re-

ceived and then ends an execute command. The command decorder

than interprets the command to accomplish the intended func-

tion. Commands include initiating a variety of calibration

signals and selection of back-up seismometers.
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III. Surface Installation

A. Central Processing Unit

A central processing unit consisting of a microprocesser, its

memory, and other peripheral units. It controls the surface

installation equipment and manages the seismic data and other

data that are transmitted and the commands that are received.

Data transmitted from the borehole package is received at

the surface installation where state-of-health information

is inserted into the locations provided in the data frame.

The data is then passed through a memory unit which operates

as a Digital Delay Line. This delay line will delay the data

about fofteen minutes (approximately 2.2 million bits). The

purpose of the Digital Delay Line is to provide redundant

seismic data to cover occasional short duration outages of

the satellite communications link. The delayed data is merged

with real-time data to form a data stream of 4800 bits per

second. This data stream is passed to the communications

terminal for transmission through the satellite to the SCARS.

Data from the Digital Delay Line is also sent to On-Line

Storage where it is recorded on tape if failure of the com-

munications link is indicated by failure of the command link.

B. Communications

Communication between the NSS and SCARS is provided by exist-

ing satellites in the INTELSAT system.
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C. Communication Terminal

The Communication Terminal consists of a transmitter assemb-

ly for transmission of the seismic data from the station to

the SCARS, a receiver assembly for reception of command data,

an antenna and feed assembly common to both transmitter and

receiver, and several control and monitor functions.

1. Transmitter

The input to the transmitter is the serial stream of data

from the surface system electronics package at a 4800 bit/

second data rate. The data is first sent to a forward-error-

correction coder employing a convolution code of rate one-

half and constraint length of seven. The purpose of this

coder is to provide forward error correction and thus

achieve the necessary bit error rate of 10 using approci-

mately 5 decibels less transmitter power than would other-

wise be required.

The coder outputs two symbols (bits) for each input bit.

The output c~ the coder is thus a 9600 bit/second serial

data stream which is the input to the modulator where it

is used to coherently binary-phase-shift-key (CBPSK) modu-

late a 70 MHz intermediate frequency (IF). The output of

the modulator is a 70 MHz signal whose phase alternates

between 0° and 180° depending on whether the input bit is

a binary zero or binary one.
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The modulated 70 MHz signal then goes to the up-converter

where it is mixed with a transmitter local oscillator sig-

nal generated by an over-stablized crystal controlled

oscillator. This produces an output signal at a preassigned

frequency between 5.925 and 6.425 GHz, which is the operating

band of the INTELSAT up-link. This 6 GHz signal is then

amplified in a high power amplifier to a power level of

approximately 10 watts, passes through a directional coup-

ler where a small portion of the RF energy is coupled off

to provide a measure of the transmitter output power for

monitoring purposes, and then goes to a TR switch. This

switch allows the transmitter signal to be routed either

to the antenna for transmission to the INTELSAT satellite

or into a dummy load. The dummy load will typically be

used for test and alignment of the transmitter, or for

turning the transmitter. From there the transmitter sig-

nal goes to a duplexer (a directional device which allows

the use of a common antenna for transmit and receive) and

then to a polarizer. The polarizer is a device which causes

th^ transmission from the remote terminal to have the proper

polarization and which allows the reception of the pola-

rized signals from the satellite. Finally, the signal is

routed to the antenna for transmission to the satellite.

2. Receiver

The purpose of the receiver is to provide a remote command

capability for control of the seismic station. In addition,

during those periods of time when no commands are actively

being sent to the NSS, a repetitive "null" command is trans-

mitted to maintain clock synchronization in the demodulator

and to provide a continual indication of communication link

integrity.
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The received signal arrives at the antenna at a preassigned

frequency between 3.7 and 4.2 GHz, the operating band of

the INTELSAT downlink. The signal has been non-coherently-

frequency-shift-key (NFSK) modulated at a 96 bit/second

rate. This type of modulation results in a shift in the

signal between two frequencies depending on whether the

transmitted bit is a binary one or a binay zero. NFSK was

chosen over other forms of modulation to minimize receiver

complexity.

After passing through the antenna, polarizer, and duplexer

the received signal is input to a bandpass filter which

allows the 4 GHz signal to pass through while rejecting

any 6 GHz transmitted signal which may have leaked through

the duplexer. The signal is then amplified in an amplifier

specially designed to minimize the noise added to the de-

sired signal. The noise figure of this amplifier is kept

to less than 2 dB.

The 4 GHz signal is then provided to a down-converter where

it is mixed with a receiver local oscillator signal to pro-

duce an output signal at an intermediate frequency (IF) of

70 MHz, while preserving the NFSK modulation at 96 bits/

second.

This 70 MHz signal is then routed to the demodulator, where

it is demodulated into a serial binary data stream at a

96 bit/second rate. The demodulator also generates a 96 Hz

clock signal synchronized with the serial data stream.

These two signals are then sent to the up-hole electronics

package for further processing.
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3. Antenna

The antenna assembly consists of a feedhorn, reflector, and

mount. The reflector is a paraboloid approximately three

meters in diameter providing an effective antenna gain of

41 dB at the transmit frequency of 6 GHz and 37 dB at the

receive frequency of 4 GHz.

The antenna mount consists of the mechanical structure to

support the reflector, the necessary adjustable members

for pointing the antenna at the satellite, and controls

and actuators to allow limited motion of the antenna bet-

ween the primary and spare satellites.

In the event of a satellite failure, the loss of the command

link is recognized at the seismic station as a loss of clock

and frame synchronization in the 96 bit/second data stream.

After an appropriate delay, the transmitter is turned off

and the antenna repositioned toward the spare satellite. If

clock and frame synchronization are then restored, the an-

tenna remains in that position and the transmitter turned

back on. It not, the antenna is returned to its original

position. This sequence is repeated at periodic intervals

until the command link is restored.

D. State-of-Health Unit

As described for the Borehole Package, both analog and

discrete signals are monitored to ascertain the condition

of the surface installation. State-of-health data are in-

cluded for the Power Source, the Communications Terminal,

the tape recorder, electronics modules, and wind and tem-

perature conditions that could affect operation of the

seismic station.
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E. On-Line Storage

On-line storage is provided by a tape recorder capable of

storing about thirty days of data. The recorder is intended

only to record data when a serious malfunction of the com-

munication link has occurred and data has not been trans-

mitted via satellite for an extended period of time. The

Central Processing Unit also monitors the command link and

it it is not functioning (i.e., a command to turn on the

recorder could not be received) for the required period of

time, the recorder will be commanded to record by the Cen-

tral Processing Unit. When communications are restored, the

recorder is turned off.

IV. The System Control and Receiving Station (SCARS)

SCARS consists of a pair of minicomputers and their associated

peripheral devices, a preprocessor to interface with the sa-

tellite earth station and a post processor to interface with

the seismic data management system (SDMS), a function of the

data center. SCARS performs the following functions:

1. It deauthenticates the data blocks by repeating the authen-

tication process with the keyword and comparing the resul-

tant authentication words. Successful or unsuccessful de-

authentication is noted by adding an appropriate status

bit to the data block.

2. It manages the state of halth functions. The state of

health elements of the data block are displayed for the

operator and logged on a data tape. Certain statistical

calculations are performed on the state of health data

for use by the operator.
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3. It generates and executes commands for the NSS. This

function is performed by constructing the command word

using data provided by the operator, transmitting the com-

mand word to the NSS, displaying the reflected command word

received and retransmittec by NSS and forwarding the execute

command from the operator to the NSS.

4. It formats seismic data for use by the data center.

The design of SCARS includes dual redundant processors whose

functions can be interchanged for reliability. A modular

design concept allows for ecpansion. Interactive graphics

and tools are provided to assist the operator in performing

this functions. The design concept of SCARS allows it to

control several NSS simultaneously. SCARS provides additio-

nal initial archiving of data from the NSS and the genera-

tion and transmission of time code and time corrections to

the NSS timing device.
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